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Giuseppe Marino,

President of the Italian-Cypriot 

Chamber of Commerce

Dear Members and Friends,

July has been a significant month for

the Chamber’s activities and business

relations among Italian and Cypriot

Operators. In fact, it was held in

Limassol, the Business Conference

entitled “Infrastructure and Transport.

Models of Excellence and International

Cooperation in the Mediterranean
Area”, during the three-days Italian

Trade Mission in Cyprus.

During this occasion, the Italian

Delegation was welcomed at the

Ministry of Energy, Commerce and

Industry by H.E. Natasa Pilides, at the

Deputy Ministry of Shipping by the

Acting Permanent Secretary Mrs Eliana

Charalambous-Tanos, at the Cyprus

Shipping Chamber by the Director

General Mr Thomas Kazakos, and at

the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce

and Industry by the Secretary General

Mr Marios Tsiakkis.

The Business Conference was an

important success for the Chamber,

involving more than 90 attendees, of

which 23 Italian Companies and 30

Cypriot Companies. The event was

followed by a Cocktail Network and

Business Dinner, during which a large

number of B2B meetings between

Italian and Cypriot companies were

concluded, totaling 30.

It was also held in July the monthly

Smart Talk, hosting Mr Philokypros

Roussonides, focusing on tourism and

business opportunities in the sector,

and our journey will continue on 27th

September hosting Mr Davide Campari,

General Manager Medical Business

Domain Fujifilm Italia and will focus on

“Post Pandemic Challenges and

Opportunities for Innovation

Healthcare”.

Stay tuned and enjoy the reading!

We Wish You an Enjoyable Summer

Break!
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An important two-days institutional visit to

Italy by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Cyprus H.E. Ioannis Kasoulides

was held on 25th and 26th July 2022.

The Foreign Minister met on Monday 25th with

ENI CEO, Claudio Descalzi in Rome and

discussed energy-related issues, with an

emphasis on close cooperation with ENI and

its ongoing activities in the Cyprus EEZ.

In fact, Eni and the TotalEnergies began in

May drilling an exploration gas well off the

coast of Cyprus. Eni Cyprus and TotalEnergies

EP Cyprus BV, the local units of the two

energy majors, collaborate on the project.

Eni is the operator of the offshore area known

as Block 6, with a 50% participation interest,

while Total has the remaining 50%.

Furthermore, in February 2018 they reported a

gas discovery at the Calypso well, another

area of the same block. The Institutional Visit

of H.E. Kasoulides was an occasion to meet

with the high representatives from the oil and

gas giant and to discuss on the development

of the gas fields within Cyprus’ EEZ.

On Tuesday 26th Foreign Minister Kasoulides

met his Italian counterpart Luigi Di Maio in

Rome. The meeting was a fruitful occasion to

reaffirm the excellent ties between the two

nations.

The institutional visit was an opportunity to

discuss the consolidation and further

development of bilateral cooperation

between Italy and Cyprus. Moreover, it was

announced that the two Ministries shared

their views on a diverse range of topics, from

the impacts of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine to

the Cyprus problem, with Di Maio

emphasising Italy’s support for an agreement

based on the UN resolutions.

In this light, H.E. Kasoulides indicated to the

Italian team the steps being taken as regards

the Cyprus problem, such as the confidence

building measures which have been

proposed to try create the right conditions for

negotiations to resume.

During the discussion, among the other

sectors, it was reaffirmed the willingness to

further strengthen the cooperation in the

energy field, as well as to collaborate on

specific actions in order to enhance the links

in tourism, trade and investment.

During his presence in the Italian capital, H.E.

Kasoulides also held separate meetings with

the President of the Foreign Affairs Committee

of the Parliament, Mr. Piero Fassino, and the

Chair of the Senate’s Foreign Affairs

Committee, Mrs. Stefania Craxi.

As part of a Institutional trip, Minister

Kasoulides, together with the Ambassador of

Cyprus to Italy, H.E. Yiorgos Christofides, met

with the Ambassadors of the countries

accredited to Cyprus and based in Rome.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs returned to

Cyprus on Wednesday, July 27th.

In regard of the Institutional Visit of the Foreign

Minister of Cyprus to Italy, the President of the

Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

Giuseppe Marino once again underlines

Italy’s renewed interest in Cyprus and the

Mediterranean area, highlighting that the

priorities in terms of energy, environment,

sustainability, safety and cooperation have

been from the beginning at the centre of the

promotion and development action carried

out by the Chamber, which will continue with

renewed enthusiasm and in this vein to

provide support at all levels to Institutions and

Stakeholders.
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A Trade Mission to Cyprus organised by the

Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce was

held from 13 to 15 July 2022 with the main

focus on the infrastructure and transport

sector.

On the occasion of the Trade Mission, a

Business Conference entitled “Infrastructure

and Transport. Models of Excellence and

International Cooperation in the

Mediterranean Area”.

The conference, organised in collaboration

with the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and

Industry and the Cyprus-Italian Business

Association under the auspices of the Italian

Embassy in Nicosia, was attended by the

Italian Trade Agency – Beirut Office as well as

the main associations and stakeholders of the

respective sectors from Italy and Cyprus.

The conference, moderated by Vice-

President Federico Franchina, was opened

by the President of the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce, Giuseppe Marino,

who underlined the importance and

strategic nature of the sectors covered by

the conference in the development of trade

relations and cooperation between the two

countries, and continued with the institutional

greetings of Marios Tsiakkis, Secretary

General of the Cyprus Chamber of

Commerce and Industry, and Claudio

Pasqualucci, Director of the Beirut Office of

the Italian Trade Agency responsible for

Cyprus, Lebanon and Syria. It was then the

turn of the institutional greetings of the

Ambassador of Italy to Cyprus, H.E. Federica

Ferrari Bravo who, after welcoming the Italian

delegation, dwelt on the role of the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber and the excellent relations

existing between the two countries.

Of particular value and interest was the

Address Speech by Yiannis Nicolaides,

Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of

Transport, Communications and Works,

speaking on behalf of Minister Yiannis

Karousos, who reiterated that relations

between Italy and Cyprus are excellent and

confirmed the government’s willingness to

continue working on numerous projects that

are either at the planning or contracting

stage, and in the implementation phase, in

the framework of the Connecting Europe

Facility (CEF) and in the maritime and air

transport sector, as well as highlighting the

important opportunities under the European

Green Deal and Fit for 55.

“Infrastructure and Transport.” Business Conference and 
Institutional Meetings within the Chamber’s Trade Mission to Cyprus.
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Particularly noteworthy was the panel of

speakers, which included representatives of

important Cypriot and Italian institutions and

companies, such as Vincenzo Ercole Salazar

Sarsfield, Global Head of Italian Infrastructure

Industry of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and

International Cooperation and ANCE, Yiannis

Markides, Vice President of OSEOK –

Federation of Building Contractors’

Association, Andrea Palmieri, Overseas

Tenders Coordinator of ICM GROUP, Andreas

Hadjipetrou, Vice President of the Cyprus

Shipping Chamber, Antonis St. Stylianou,

President of the Cyprus Port Authority, Paul

Kyprianou, External Relations Manager of

Grimaldi Group and Miltos Miltiadous, Chief

Operating Officer of Hermes Airports.

The conclusions were then entrusted to

Costas Katsaros, Vice President of the Cyprus-

Italian Chamber of Commerce, who after

having thanked the authoritative speakers

and the numerous guests present,

emphasised the central role of the Chamber

in the consolidation and further development

of the collaboration between Italian and

Cypriot companies as well as the important

collaboration with the Cyprus Chamber of

Commerce and Industry, the Cyprus-Italian

Business Association and the Italian Trade

Agency Beirut Office.

The Business Conference, which was held

from 16:00 to 18:00 on 14 July, was attended

by 94 participants.

In addition to the Italian delegation of 23

companies (30 people) and the Staff and

Delegates of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce (10 people), 30 Cypriot

companies (40 people) attended, of which

14 representing the infrastructure and

construction sector, 9 the shipping and

transport sector, 2 the digital innovation and

energy sector, 4 freelancers including law

firms and consultants, and finally 1 company

representing another sector (healthcare and

pharmaceutical distribution).

Then, the conference was followed by a

Cocktail Network and Business Dinner,

attended by 60 people respectively. During

the two occasions, a large number of B2B

meetings between Italian and Cypriot

companies were concluded, totaling 30.

The Trade Mission was also an occasion for

Institutional Visits for the Italian Delegation,

which was composed by 23 Italian

companies, of which 10 representing the

infrastructure and construction sector, 2 the

maritime transport sector, 2 the automotive

and digital innovation sector, 8 freelancers

including lawyers and consultants, and finally

1 company representing another sector

(health and luxury cosmetics).

In particular, the delegation met Mrs Eliana

Charalambous Tanos, Acting Permanent

Secretary at the Deputy Ministry of Shipping

and the Director General of the Cyprus

Shipping Chamber, Mr Thomas Kazakos. The

following day, the delegation was received

by the Minister of Energy, Trade and Industry

of the Republic of Cyprus, H.E. Natasa Pilides

and the Secretary General of the Cyprus

Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Mr

Marios Tsiakkis.

Finally, one of the further achievements

during the Trade Mission organised by the

Chamber was that an Italian company, part

of the delegation, received a license

recognition in the Republic of Cyprus.
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Both during the conference and the

institutional meetings emerged how in the

sectors of transport and infrastructure, which

were at the centre of the Chamber’s trade

mission, there is a lot of margin for close

cooperation between Italy and Cyprus, and

how for the industry is imperative and

necessary the building of partnerships.

Cyprus has only recently started investing in

technology, and electrification of transport,

which represents more challenges and

business opportunities. Different vehicles,

infrastructure, training and many more, need

to be studied, well designed and

implemented is the coming years.

Many other projects and collaboration

opportunities exist in the field of air transport

and maritime sector, infrastructure and
shipping.

In all the Institutional Meetings it was discussed

in which areas there is space for cooperation.

It was emphasised how the quality of 'Made

in Italy' products and Italian know-how is

particularly appreciated in Cyprus. Among

the various sectors for business opportunities, it

was listed health, in addition to renewable

energy, energy transition and recycling

management, highlighting, among the many

advantages Cyprus offers, its strategic

position as a hub for the development of

trade relations in the Mediterranean.
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At the Institutional Visit at the Shipping Deputy Ministry, the Italian Delegation was welcomed

by the Acting Permanent Secretary Mrs Eliana Charalambous Tanos.

At the Institutional Visit at the Cyprus Shipping Chamber, the Italian Delegation was welcomed

by the Director General Mr Thomas Kazakos, and CSC Vice President Andreas Hadjipetrou at

the ICCC Conference “Infrastructure and Transport”.

At the Institutional Visit at the Ministry of Energy, Commerce and Industry, the Italian

Delegation was welcomed by the Minister H.E. Natasa Pilides.

At the Institutional Visit at the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the Italian

Delegation was welcomed by the Secretary General Mr Marios Tsiakkis .
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Your Excellency, Ambassador of Italy in

Cyprus,

Distinguished guests,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I would first like to welcome to Cyprus all our

guests.

It is an honour for me to address this very

important conference and it is a pleasure to

have the opportunity to welcome our

distinguished guests, the President of the

Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce, Mr

Giuseppe Marino and the Director of ICE

(Italian Trade Agency) Beirut for Cyprus,

Lebanon and Syria, Mr Claudio Pasqualucci.

I would also like to congratulate the

organisers of this conference. Indeed, the

timing of the organisation of a conference on

Infrastructure and Transport could not be

better and I am sure it will prove to be mostly

benefitting.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

The Ministry of Transport, Communications

and Works, has the sustainable development

of Transport and Infrastructure at the center

of its mission. To do that, the close

cooperation with the industry is imperative

and the building of partnerships is a

necessity.

We are all aware, that the period we go

through is very challenging.

We are all aware, that we need to redefine

the way that we design and organize

transport and infrastructure.

At the same time, the big challenge is also a

big opportunity.

European Green Deal and Fit for 55

Cyprus stands behind and support the goals

set out in the proposals of the Fit for 55

package and wants to be part of the solution

and not the problem.

At the same time, we argued that the

European Union is made up of 27 member

states of different sizes, economies, and

geographical circumstances which need to

be taken into consideration.

Roads and vehicles

We must redefine the way that we share

roads, so that we give priority to the

vulnerable user, the pedestrian, the cyclist,

the passenger public transport. The private

car will coexist, yet it will lose many of its

existing privileges. At the same time however,

congestion levels are increasing, mainly in

urban areas, with the situation in some areas

becoming critical. The challenge is big and

the opportunity bigger. A combination of

thoughtful and sustainable interventions with

maximum utilization of the technology, seems

to be the only choice. Intelligent Transport

(and Management) Systems, Urban Traffic

Control Systems, Weigh in Motion and Parking

Guidance Systems are some of the available

technologies. Indeed, Cyprus has only

recently started investing in this technology.

Electrification of transport and Re-Powering

are yet more challenges and business

opportunities. Different vehicles, infrastructure,

training and many more, need to be studied,

well designed and implemented is the

coming years.
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Address Speech from the Ministry of Transport, Communications 
and Works held by Acting Permanent Secretary Yiannis Nicolaides

at the Chamber’s Business Conference in Limassol.
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Air Transport

The issue of connectivity is crucial for Cyprus

and one of our major priorities.

The geographic remoteness, insularity and

island nature of Cyprus pose specific

challenges. Cyprus has to use aviation to

move people and perishable cargo in and

out of the Island. There is simply NO

alternative. Aviation is the ONLY means that

connects Cyprus with the rest of the world

and with the Union.

That is why, we gave great emphasis during

the recent discussions at EU level, concerning

the relevant legislative proposals of the Fit for

55 package. There we proved our words, for

being a part of the solution at EU level. The

proposal of the Minister of Transport,

Communication and Works of Cyprus, which

was well prepared, explained and

convinced, strengthen the SAF Allowance

Mechanism and created a big opportunity

and a win – win situation for the industry and

the environment. We call you to investigate

on the business opportunities that this

development creates.

Many other projects and collaboration

opportunities exist in the field.

In the air navigations services domain for

example, Cyprus and Italy together with

Greece and Malta are already collaborating

in the context of the BLUE MED state-level

agreement, which encourages the service

providers to engage in operational

improvement initiatives, so as to ensure that

air traffic is managed safely and efficiently.

This regional cooperation has already proven

effective in implementing actions, which

include airspace restructuring, training of ATC

personnel and the application of technical

solutions.

We are certain that Cyprus and Italy will

continue to make good use of such

opportunities and benefit from the sharing of

knowledge and expertise for the

achievement of common goals.

Maritime Transport/Ports

The Ports in Cyprus have undergone

significant changes in the past few years.

Lemesos Port, which is the main commercial

Port of Cyprus and forms part of the Core TEN-

T network, was commercialized in 2017 and is

currently operated by private companies of

huge experience and international standing.

The business of transhipment is in the process

of being developed at Lemesos Port, with the

goal of optimizing the commercial

connectivity of Cyprus and providing further

opportunities for international cooperation.

On a different note, passenger connectivity is

being developed with a newly established

ferry link between Lemesos and Piraeus,

linking Cyprus with mainland Europe thus

increasing connectivity in the Mediterranean

Area, together with the development of

cruising.

Larnaka Port has recently been concessioned

to a private entity, as part of a larger project

for the redevelopment of the Larnaka Port

and Marina Area, a project that will ultimately

become the greatest development project

on the island. Cruising activity is promoted at

Larnaka Port, as well as yachting with small

and larger vessels, even mega yachts. With

the investments that the concessionaire has

planned, Larnaka is destined to become a

major player in the Eastern Mediterranean,

with endless business opportunities and

cooperation prospects. Such opportunities

are imminent, as expertise in marine works

and hands-on experience in projects of this

magnitude will be required.

In the coming months, the project of Lemesos

Terminal 2-Vasilikos Port will also be launched,

with the engagement of financial-technical

advisors and legal advisors, who will ultimately

drive the project for the development of an

industrial Port. This process bears great room

for cooperation between our countries, as

specialised experience in similar projects will

be required.
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Other big projects

Many other big projects are on the design

phase, procured or implemented. The

Vasilicos Energy Center, the investments of

the Cyprus Port Authority and so many more,

provide again the basis of collaboration.

Dear friends,

Allow me to congratulate again the Cyprus

Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the

Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce for

their initiative to organise this very important

Conference and give the opportunity to the

participants to exchange views and best

practices.

Thank you for your attention.

9

I also note with emphasis that Cyprus Ports

are moving towards more energy efficient

operations with the goal of transforming

themselves into Green Ports.

All Ports provide great prospects for

cooperation between Italy and Cyprus, and

the Ministry stands ready to support any

initiatives that will bring the two countries

closer.

TEN-T (Core Network Corridors) and MoS

project cooperation

Within the framework of the Trans-European

Transport Network (TEN-T) and specifically

through the horizontal priority, Motorways of

the Sea (MoS) and the competitive funding

mechanism Connecting Europe Facility

(CEF), the possibility of co-financing transport

projects through the EU is provided. In the

framework of the development of the Trans-

European Transport Network (TEN-T), Cyprus

participates in various co-financed projects

together with Italy and other countries.
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H.E. Federica Ferrari Bravo was born in Naples

in 1966. Graduated in Political Science at the

University of Rome, she entered a diplomatic

career in 1992.

Among other relevant positions she covered

during her career, she also served in the

Division of Diplomatic Affairs of the General

Secretariat of the Presidency of the Republic,

at the Director-General for the Countries of

the Mediterranean and the Middle East and

at the Directorate-General for Cooperation

Development. In 2020 she served as

Diplomatic Advisor of the Minister of

Education, University and Research and in

2021 returned to General Inspectorate of the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

She assumed duties as Ambassador of Italy to

Nicosia on 10th January 2022 and on 30th

March 2022, H.E. Federica Ferrari Bravo,

presented credentials to the President of the

Republic of Cyprus, Nicos Anastasiades.

In a quality of Ambassador of Italy to Nicosia,

H.E. Ferrari Bravo is also Honorary President of

the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce,

and in this regard we have asked her some

specific questions regarding her important

career and her personal overview on several

topics.

H.E. Ferrari Bravo, You have been in Cyprus

since last January. Would You tell us what is

Your first perception of the country and

Cypriots? Have You ever been to Cyprus

before?

I had never visited Cyprus before being

assigned here. I have been welcomed with

friendship and politeness.

What does it mean to You to serve as

Ambassador in Cyprus, the most eastern

European country in the Mediterranean

region?

I have already been posted in the Region.

Serving in Cyprus will give me the opportunity

to deepen my understanding of the

dynamics in the Eastern Mediterranean and

to know more about this country, its history

and its people. It is a privilege and an

opportunity.

Can You also give us an overview of Your

previous experiences and over the countries

in which You have served?

All my previous assignments have been

interesting and challenging and I learned a

lot during my diplomatic service there.

After the pandemic, nowadays we are facing

another crisis due to the Ukraine-Russia war,

which is both economic and humanitarians.

How is the Embassy dealing with this, and

what is Your prospective of recovery after this

dramatic period?

The Embassy is not particularly affected in its

ordinary activities by the situation between

Russia and Ukraine. Nevertheless, we follow

the developments and stand close to the

Ukrainian people and act according to the

instructions we receive from the Italian

Authorities. We are effected by the economic

consequences of the aggression against

Ukraine.
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What are Your views over the perception of

“Made in Italy” in Cyprus how is the Embassy

promoting Italian products also in light of “Be

IT” Program?

The Embassy is understaffed but we are

doing our best to represent at the best

possible level our Country in Cyprus. The

promotion of ‘’made in Italy’’ is our priority

and we are implementing as much as we

can initiatives foreseen by the BT program.

On the other hand, what is Your favorite

Cypriot product so far?

My favorite Cypriot products are the kolokasi

and karidaki.

Cyprus and Italy have many similarities

stemming from being Mediterranean

countries. For these reasons they often share

same opportunities, for example in

agricultural sector, renewable energies and

shipping sector, but at the same time they are

behind other northern European countries in

field such of high-tech, transport and

connectivity. What do You think could be

possible solutions in term of collaboration in

these sectors?

Italy and Cyprus can cooperate in many

fields as we share similar priorities. Nowadays

green and digital transition, energy, fight

against climate change and connectivity are

high on the agenda of our two

As Honorary President of the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce, do You have any

suggestions to keep strengthening the

cooperation between the two countries

throughout the Chamber’s activities and

events, also with the support of the Embassy?

The Chamber is doing a good job despite the

difficult situation created by the pandemic. It

is important that all institutional stakeholders

join their efforts in order to achieve further

results.
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On Thursday 21st July, Italy’s Prime Minister

Mario Draghi tendered his resignation to

President Sergio Mattarella, paving the way

for election and opening a new chapter of

political turmoil. The President of the Republic

Mattarella set the date of new election on

25th September.

Speaking to Parliament, Draghi inform of his

intentions after the government coalition fell

apart. President Mattarella has reportedly

asked him to remain in place in the interim

with a caretaker government.

Draghi had already tendered his resignation

the week before, on Thursday 14th after one

of his partners, the 5-Star Movement,

boycotted the confidence vote on measures

of Euro 26 billion designed to help Italians to

tackle inflation and energy costs, arguing it

was insufficient. The party was also unhappy

that the package contained a provision to

build a huge waste incinerator plant in Rome.

The League and Forza Italia had called for a

new Draghi-led government, but without

M5S, while demanding a cabinet reshuffle.

M5S was also hassled that Draghi had not

embraced the policy priorities presented to

him in its “nine-point” plan, including a basic

income and green homes bonus scheme.

This is when the Prime Minister went to the

Quirinale Palace in Rome to make his

resignation official to the Head of State, who,

however, rejected it. Mattarella replied to

Draghi that the crisis had to be settled

obligatorily in the two parliamentary seats, in

the Senate and in the Chamber of Deputies,

predictably on Wednesday, 21st.

"The President of the Republic has not

accepted the resignation and has invited the

President of the Government to appear in

Parliament to give explanations and to make

an assessment of the situation that has arisen

after today's debates in the Senate," reads a

statement from the Head of State.

On Wednesday 20th, Prime Minister Draghi

addressed to the Senate to explain the

reasons for his choice to the Senators and to

Italian Prime Minister Mario Draghi
Handed in his resignation to President Mattarella. 

all Italians, a choice that was as painful as it

was necessary, he affirmed.

Last February, the President of the Republic

entrusted Draghi with the task of forming a

government to tackle the three emergencies

facing Italy: the pandemic emergency, the

economic emergency and the social

emergency. In his words, “a high-profile

government, that must not identify with any

political formula”. In these months, national

unity has been the best guarantee of the

democratic legitimacy of the Government

and of its effectiveness. Last year, the

economy grew by 6.6%, and the public debt-

to-GDP ratio dropped by 4.5% points. The

drawing up of the NRRP, approved by this

Parliament with a very large majority, began

a path of reforms and investments that is

unprecedented in recent history. Also, with

strong parliamentary support, Italy reacted to

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in the strongest

possible terms, reducing imports of Russian

gas from 40% to less than 25% of the total.

Unfortunately, as the months went on, the

cohesion demanded by citizens was met

with a growing desire among the political

parties for contrast and division.

His decision was made after the national

unity majority that had supported his

government since its creation ceased to

exist.
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It was held on Tuesday 26th, the July Smart

Talk that hosted Philokypros Roussounides,

Director General of the Cyprus Hotel

Association, focusing on “Overview and

Perspectives on the Cyprus Tourism Industry”.

After the introductory greetings, Giuseppe

Marino, President of the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce, moderated the

discussion.

The July Smart Talk started by giving the

audience a general overview of the main

areas of interest of the Cyprus Hotel

Association, which is one of the major

stakeholders in the tourism industry of Cyprus.

The Association is the Hoteliers National Trade

Union, founded in the 1930s, and among its

main missions are the protection and

promotion of the interests of the hoteliers as

employers and as professionals, and in

general the promotion of Cyprus tourism

development.

Afterward, Mr Roussonides gave an overview

of the Cyprus Tourism Industry, in regard to

the main geographical areas of interest and

the main activities in the market, underling

that the major cities are the biggest players,

as Famagusta counts the 58% of the market’s

shares, Paphos 30%, then Limassol and

Larnaca the 12%. He also stressed how in the

last couple of years the mountain and rural

areas have been renovated and are

becoming more attractive for people and

tourists as well. Mr Roussonides then

highlighted how Cyprus is a small island,

which allows people to visit the whole land

and do different activities in only a short

amount of time, also within a day-time, a

perfect place also for short breaks.

In regard to the local economy, the tourism

industry represents a significant sector,

counting 23% of GDP. Each family in Cyprus

has people working directly or engaged in

the tourism industry. Cyprus is a tourism

industry country, and this sector will always be

one of the key pillars of Cyprus’s economy.

Moreover, Mr Roussonides referred to the

good recovery that the tourism industry is

living after the pandemic, registering 70% of

revenue and inflow, compared to 2019.

The discussion then turned to the lack of

Russian tourists and its impact on Cyprus’

receptivity this year. Mr Roussonides stated

that compared to other countries, Cyprus is

one of the hardest hit, as Russian and

Ukrainian tourists accounted for 25% of the

expected tourist inflow, and now this figure is

totally lost (0% at the moment). In any case,

since it will be difficult to recover these

numbers, Cyprus is carrying out promotional

activities and investing in countries such as

Italy, France, Germany, and Northern Europe,

such as Sweden, Finland, Denmark, and also

Poland, in order not to depend on one

market such as the UK or Russia. This will make

up for the loss and there is a synergy project

underway with the Deputy Ministry of Tourism.

In terms of prospects and objectives to

lengthen the tourist season, which already

goes on up to 8 months, there is a New

Government Strategy, in order to have year-

long tourism, promoting Cyprus not only as a

seaside destination, with long-lasting spring

(from March to November), but also

promoting sports tourism, medical tourism,

cultural tourism, and Christmas Villages. In

fact, Cyprus can easily be a year-round

destination with several different offers.

Pilokypros Roussonides, Director General of the Cyprus Hotel 
Association, Guest of July Smart Talk.
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In addition, it was pointed out that Cyprus is

also often evaluated as a hub for business

expansion in the Mediterranean area, and

being a developed country in the European

Union, with good facilities and modern

airports with good air connectivity, it can be

a good base suitable for networking or being

a destination do both leisure and business

travel.

The Smart Talk was concluded with the

consideration that the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce and the Cyprus Hotel

Association, in order to keep strengthening

the business relations between the two

countries, can coordinate actions to arrange

International conferences, B2B meetings,

seminars, or business visits of delegations both

in Italy and Cyprus, important occasions for

operators from the same industry to explore

possible opportunities. In fact, he added,

there is a huge space to explore for

cooperation and collaboration in exploration.

Italian brands are very well-known in Cyprus,

representing high quality products for Cyprus

establishments. Many hotels in Cyprus have

shown interest in Italian brands and products,

creating the opportunity for Italian companies

to expose their products.

Finally, Vice President Costas Katsaros, in his

conclusion, underlined how well Mr

Roussonides and the Cyprus Hotel Association

have excellently faced the pandemic crisis

and the lack of Russian tourism, putting in

place a great effort to preserve the sector.
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Creation of a Committee for the Promotion of Maritime in Cyprus.

The Deputy Minister of Shipping of the

Republic of Cyprus Vassilios Demetriades

announced the creation of a Committee for

the Development of Maritime Culture and

the Promotion of Seafarers and Maritime

Studies in Cyprus. The committee is chaired

by the Deputy Minister of Shipping and will be

composed of representatives of the maritime

industry and in particular the Cyprus

Shipowners Association, the Cyprus Shipping

Chamber, and the Cyprus Maritime and

Maritime Institute (CMMI). The first meeting of

the committee was held on Monday, 11 July.

The object ive of the committee is to

coordinate the actions of all the bodies that

make up the maritime community of Cyprus

with the aim of developing a maritime

culture and promot ing mar it ime and

maritime studies and professions. In addition,

the committee is tasked with jointly submitting

proposa l s and reco mmendat ions t o

acad emic in s t i t u t ions and mar i t ime

academies so that the curricula offered and

n e w c o u r s e s f u l l y m e e t

the modern challenges and needs of

maritime transportation nationally and

globally.

Referring to this specific initiative, the Deputy

Minister of Shipping said, “Recently, we as the

Shipping Deputy Ministry, have taken specific

actions and initiatives to promote maritime

and maritime professions as well as to

cultivate a maritime culture in our country.

The shipping industry is also taking noteworthy

actions.”

The President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber

of Commerce Giuseppe Marino welcomes

this initiative, underling the excellent relations

of the Chamber with all the involved

institutions, and particularly with the Deputy

Ministry of Shipping and the Cyprus Shipping

Chamber, where were held the Institutional

Visits during the recent Italian Trade Mission,

focused on reinforcing and coordinating

actions among Italian and Cypriot operators

and Stakeholders.
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It was held on 7th July the first appointment of

the 'Made in Italy Pride' project, a permanent

and itinerant forum dedicated to the

excellence of Sicily and Southern Italy,

starting from Palermo.

The event was held in the eighteenth-century

Villa Sant'Andrea of the Brancato family, in

Petralia Sottana, located in Madonie

Mountains and it is one of the most important

summer appointments dedicated to the

Italian “well-made” products, allowing

entrepreneurs from the South to network and

meet with authoritative professionals,

financial experts, and international buyers.

The conference, organised by the

Association Futuro Sud with the support of

various institutions and trade associations,

was opened by the institutional greetings of

the President of Futuro Sud Tiberio Mantia, the

Vice-President of the Sicily Region Gaetano

Armao, the Vice-President of CCIAA Palermo

and Enna Nunzio Reina, the Vice-President of

IRCA – Istituto Regionale del Credito

Agevolato Nunzio Moschetti, a professional

innovation expert and member of the

Presidency Office of ANGI (National

Association of Youth Innovators) Nunzio

Panzarella, and in connection from Rome,

Sandro Pappalardo, board member of ENIT -

National Tourism Agency.

Among other relevant speaker, in

representation of the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce, was present the

Delegate for Agri-Food and Environment

Nicola Barbera, whose intervention focused

on “Cyprus and Sicily: the Mediterranean in

common. Prospects for business”.

The speech was a framing of the particular

moment of economic and institutional

understanding that these two countries are

experiencing, with a growing bilateral interest

not only on economic macro-scenarios but

also for medium, small and micro enterprises

and freelancers. In every sector, from

handicrafts to services and food. Mr Barbera

also proposed to repeat the event in Cyprus.

Among other partners also involved was

present IRVO - Istituto Regionale Vino e Olio,

one of the most important bodies of the Sicily

Region, and IRCA - Istituto Regionale per il

Credito Agevolato, to financially support

Sicilian entrepreneurs through credit lines and

subsidised loans. Among the trade

associations is Confesercenti Palermo. Also

present were hospitality companies and the

association supporting healthy Made in Italy

food.

The event was concluded with gala lunch,

interspersed with moments dedicated to wine

tastings, the presentations of paintings by

Croce Taravella, one of the most important

Sicilian artists who boasts the honour of having

been a pupil of Andy Warhol, and the new

collection of tailored handmade ties, recently

presented at Pitti Uomo, by a Neapolitan

company and world leader in men's

elegance. Alongside the companies,

important professionals also attended.

Exceptional Italian cars were also present,

such as the Ferrari 360 Modena, symbol of the

'beautiful and well-made' in the automotive

field. An event that wanted to evoke, but also

restore the splendour of the 'dolce vita' in

Sicily.

In this regard, the President of the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce Giuseppe

Marino underlined how “Made in Italy” is

extremely well recognized and appreciated

in Cyprus and there are many opportunities of

business for Italian Companies on the island.

“Orgoglio Made in Italy”, Sicilian and Southern Italy
Enterprises Network.
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The cultural project 'Limitrofi – Only Space

Remembers' by Stefania Pennacchio and

Vassilis Vassiliades will be held from 2nd July

to 10th August in the Ex-Convento del Ritiro,

Via Vincenzo Mirabella 27, Syracuse.

The inauguration of the exhibition, curated by

Jean Blanchaert, was held on Saturday 2nd

July, and anticipated by an international

conference entitled 'Kairos: Only Space

Remembers - Comparison between Eastern

Greeks and Western Greeks'.

The project is a conceptual, aesthetic and

cultural confrontation between two

borderline artists. Between the material

strength of Stefania Pennacchio's sculptures

and the quantum paintings of Vassilis

Vassiliades. “Limitrofi“ is a bi-personal

exhibition where the female-male duality,

nourished by the stratifications of the two

artists' territories of origin (Sicily/Calabria and

Cyprus) contributes to the creation of a pure

and timeless dialogue in search of the

sacredness of forms and colours, drawing sap

from their common Mediterranean Greek

and Greek-Byzantine roots.

The comparison takes place between a

Greek of the East and a Greek of the West

whose personal histories, apart from being

cultural stratifications, nevertheless maintain

a genetic memory typical of Byzantine man.

The essentiality of the Basilian architecture in

the land of Calabria - Stefania Pennacchio's

place of origin - sober, rough on the outside -

contrasts an interiority rich in gold and

precious aesthetic research as the

conception of spirituality in Orthodox thought

can be.

The research of Vassilis Vassiliades, imbued

with a contemporary conceptual language,

has within it like a living root that contains all

the signifiers of the past carefully selected,

meditated and incubated to then create an

ascending movement of birth in which the

verticality of thought tears down the curtain

of time to become matter.

At the international conference, that took

Cultural Exhibition in Syracuse of 
“Limitrofi – Only Space Remembers.”

place on 2nd July at 6.30 p.m. at Palazzo

Vermexio, were present, among others

relevant participants, Francesco Italia, Mayor

of Syracuse, Fabio Granata, Councillor for

the Protection and Enhancement of the

Cultural Heritage of the Municipality of

Syracuse, with a video message of

Prodromos Prodromou, Minister of Education,

Culture, Sport and Youth of Cyprus, Vasilis

Nanopoulos, Mayor of Corinth, Pasquale

Faenza, Director of the Greek - Calabrian

Language Museum 'Gerhard Rohlfs', Bova

(RC), Klitsa Antoniou, University lecturer

Cyprus University of Technology, Fine Arts

Section, Arturo Bizzarro, honorary consul of

Greece in Catania, Giuseppe Marino,

President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce, Domenico Piraina, Director of

Palazzo Reale, Milan, Sebastiano Provenzano,

Consul of Cyprus in Sicily, Daniele Macris,

President of the Hellenic Community of the

Straits, Messina, Monica Centanni, Professor

of Greek Language and Literature, IUAV

University of Venice / University of Catania.

President Giuseppe Marino reiterated the

importance of cultural projects to create

synergies among Italy and Cyprus, and to

enhance joint actions for the cooperation in

the Mediterranean basin.
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September Smart Talk

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce is pleased to announce that the guest of the

September Smart Talk will be Davide Siro Campari, General Manager Medical Business

Domain Fujifilm Italia SpA and will focus on “Post Pandemic Challenges and Opportunities for

Innovation Healthcare”.

The event will be held online on 27th September 2022 at 14:30 ITA / 15:30 CY and registration

are already opened at the email address: segreteria@camcomitacipro.it

It was on July 20th, 1974 that the people of

northern Cyprus suffered the invasion of the

Turkish forces. Since that day, Cyprus have

forever been changed. On Wednesday 20th

July 2022, sirens wailed all across Cyprus early

in the morning to mark the 48th dark

anniversary.

Liturgies in memory of the fallen took place

as ‘celebrations’ in the breakaway Turkish-

held northern part of the divided island.

In light of the dark anniversary, President

Nicos Anastasiades has given assurances

that the state will continue its efforts, despite

all difficulties, to investigate and ascertain the

fate of all missing persons.

The fate of 775 Greek Cypriots and Greeks,

48th Dark Anniversary of Turkish Invasion of Cyprus.

who went missing has not yet been

established, the President also said.

He then called on anyone that may possess

information about missing persons, that will

lead to establishing their fate, to come

forward, providing information to the

Committee on Missing Persons and he noted

that by cooperating to help discover the

whereabouts of missing persons will

contribute to the creation of a climate

conducive to any effort for substantial UN-

brokered negotiations.

These will create the preconditions so that

Cyprus becomes a really sovereign and

independent state, peaceful and

prosperous, with security for all of its citizens,

he added.
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Graphs & Data

Results of the Service and Transport Survey 2020

According to the results of the

Services and Transport Survey,

the tertiary sector of the

economy presented a mixed

picture in 2020 compared to

2019, with some sectors

expanding and other shrinking.

In particular, production value

showed a decrease of 9,5% in

transportation and storage

( s e c t o r H ) , 5 3 , 9 % i n

accommodation and food

service activities (sector I) and

10,2% in administrative and

support serv ice act iv i t ies

(sector N). On the contrary, an

i n c r e a s e o f 1 9 , 1 % w a s

displayed in information and

communication (sector J),

0,8% in real estate activities

( s e c t o r L ) a n d 4 , 4 % i n

professional, scientific and

technical activities (sector M).

Value added at current prices

recorded a decrease of 27,0%

t o € 6 5 3 , 4 m i l l i o n i n

transportation and storage,

Source: CYSTAT, Cyprus Statistical Service. 06/07/22

71,1% to €380,9 million in accommodation and food service

activities, 4,8% to €126,1 million in real estate activities and

13,3% to €394,3 million in administrative and support service

activities. An increase of 18,8% to €1.645,6 million was

observed in information and communication and 1,8% to

€1.398,8 million in professional, scientific and technical

activities.
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Industrial Turnover Index – April 2022. Annual Change: +12,7%.

	

In April 2022, the Industrial Turnover Index reached 161,4 units

(base 2015=100), recording an increase of 12,7% compared

to April 2021. For the period January-April 2022, the index

recorded an increase of 19,4% compared to the

corresponding period of the previous year.

In manufacturing, the Industrial Turnover Index for April 2022

reached 164,8 units, recording an increase of 6,7% compared

to April 2021. Increases were also noted in the sectors of

electricity supply (+58,4%) and water supply and materials

recovery (+23,0%). The mining and quarrying sector recorded

a decrease of 7,9% compared to April 2021.
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AUGUST 2022

Newsletter – July-August 2022

SEPTEMBER 2022

The Chamber’s offices in Rome and in Nicosia will remain closed from 8th to 19th August.

We Wish You an Enjoyable

Summer Break!
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